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CURRICULUM VITAE

I was born on 16 July 1992 in Mugnano di Napoli, nearby Naples, in
Italy. Since I was young I was fascinated by the starry sky, despite the large
amount of light pollution in the metropolitan area of Naples. However,
I never dreamt about being a scientist. I enjoyed writing, short stories
and football articles, and for a period I thought to become a journalist. I
started to get engaged with maths thanks to a book, The Number Devil: A
Mathematical Adventure, which explained mathematical problems through
tricks and games.

During the last year of my high school with scientific subjects, I reali-
sed that I wanted to study pure science, and to pursue a path of studies
in Astronomy. I therefore moved to Bologna, one of the two cities in Ita-
ly with a Bachelor program in Astronomy, where I enrolled at the ALMA
Mater Studiorum University of Bologna. I received my Bachelor degree on
18 July 2013, and the Master degree in Astrophysics and Cosmology on
18 March 2016. During these years, I gained interests in radio astrono-
my and the physics of the largest structures in the Universe. I started
my research experience by studying the properties of the radio galaxy po-
pulation in several galaxy clusters located in a supercluster, the Shapley
Concentration, using GMRT observations, under the supervision of Prof.
Dr. Daniele Dallacasa and Dr. Tiziana Venturi. This work led to a publica-
tion, and it was presented with a poster at the “Galaxy Environment and
Evolution 4” and “Active Galactic Nuclei 12: a Multi-Messenger perspecti-
ve” conferences. After my graduation, I was selected to participate at the
Leiden/ESA Astrophysics Program for Summer Students (LEAPS), where
I worked on low-frequencies (P-band, 230–470 MHz) VLA observations of
M87 under the supervision of Dr. Francesco de Gasperin and Dr. Huib
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Intema.
I started my PhD in October 2016, where I studied the physics of par-

ticle acceleration and magnetic field amplification in merging galaxy clu-
sters, under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Huub Röttgering and Dr. Reinout
van Weeren. I spent the first two years of my PhD working at the Center for
Astrophysics | Harvard & Smithsonian in Cambridge (MA), USA, as a Pre-
Doctoral Fellow. There, I had the chance to work with the major experts
in cluster X-ray analysis, such as Dr. William Foreman and Dr. Christine
Jones. At the same time, I improved my skills in radio analysis. During
these two years, I mostly worked with Chandra and VLA data, and I rea-
lised the importance of combining among the farthermost wavelengths in
the electromagnetic spectrum to get new insights in cluster astrophysics.
At the end of the two years, I was invited to present my work at the in-
ternal High Energy Seminar. I moved to Leiden in October 2018, where I
started to work also with LOFAR data. My work on di�use radio emission
in clusters at high redshift, published in Nature Astronomy, was shared
with the non-astronomical community through several press releases, and
got a great impact in online scientific blogs and magazines. For this pro-
ject, I was also interviewed by the Italian podcast Co.scienza. Since 2019,
I have been participating with the outreach website “She speaks science”
(http://www.shespeaksscience.com) to translate science-related stories and
experiences from female scientists from English to Italian. The aim of this
outreach association is to increase the science engagement by inspiring
young people into STEM, and to make STEM inclusive by promoting wo-
men and minority scientists. During 2019, I also co-supervised the project
of a Master student at Leiden Observatory, whose results has become part
of a peer-reviewed publication. During the four years as PhD candidate at
Leiden Observatory, I have led several successful observing proposals, and
I have started collaborations with researchers outside my working group,
both in the LOFAR and in international collaborations. I shared the results
of my work at several conferences and workshops, in Italy, Germany, USA,
India, Netherlands, and Vietnam. I have also been invited to present my
work at the next European Astronomical Society (EAS) meeting, occurring
in June-July 2021.

Starting from September 2021, I will be a von Humboldt Fellow at the
Hamburg Observatory, Germany, and a member of the Quantum Universe
– Cluster of Excellence. I will continue my work on the physics of particle
acceleration and magnetic field amplification in the largest structures in
the Universe.
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